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Abstract 
We prove that matroid complexes of rank 3 are extendably shellable. 
Let (,“) be the family of k-element subsets of a finite set E. There is a conjecture of 
Simon [lo] that (f) is extendably shellable for every k. In this paper we will prove that 
matroid complexes of rank 3 are extendably shellable. Simon’s conjecture for k = 3 
then follows as a special case, since (t) is the uniform matroid of rank 3. 
For BE(~) we will write B for the simplicial complex generated by B (i.e. such that 
B is the set of maximal faces of B). Our convention is that 0 E B. We will write B, /*B, 
if B1 GB, s(f) and B, shells to B,, i.e. a sequence of shelling steps extends B1 to BZ. 
By a shelling step is meant adding to BG(~) a set A@)--B such that A--B= 
{C: DGCGA} f or some D G A. A family B z(f) (or the simplicial complex B) is called 
shellable if 0 /* B, and extendably shellable if also 0 P C implies C /* B for all C E B. By 
a matroid complex we mean the family of all independent sets of a matroid. See [3] for 
more about combinatorial topology (e.g. shellability and r-connectivity) and [ 1 l] for 
matroid theory. 
We will show that connectivity (i.e. that edge-paths connect every pair of vertices) is 
a sufficient condition for a 2-dimensional complex to be extendable by shelling steps 
to an enveloping matroid complex. In fact (see Corollary 4), this condition is also 
necessary. 
Proposition 1. Let B, E B, s(t). Suppose that B, is connected and B, is a matroid. Then 
Bl/* &. 
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Corollary 2. Matroid complexes of rank 3 are extendably shellable. 
Proof. Since shelling steps preserve connectivity it suffices to produce one single legal 
shelling step from Bz --B, # 0. It follows from the strong connectivity of matroid 
complexes that there exist FEZ?, and GE& --Bi such that lFnG1 = 2. Let G= (x, y, z}, 
FnG = {x, y>. If &B1 # {xy, z> we are done: adding G to B1 is a legal shelling step. 
(Here and in the following, we will often omit set brackets, so xy= (x, y}, etc.) 
Suppose that GnBt={xy,z}. Let z=zO-zr- ... - zk be a minimal length edge path 
in B, such that zk = x or zk = y. Such paths exist since B, is connected. Say, without loss 
of generality, that zk= x. Note that k 2 2 and zozi 4 B, for any i with 2 < i < k. 
Let H:= {zO, zl, z2}. We will consider three cases. 
Case 1: HEB,. Then adding H to B1 is a legal shelling step. (Note: In the uniform 
case, B,=(t), the proof ends here.) 
Case 2: H$B, and z~z~E&. Then the three independent pairs z,,zl, zOzz,zlzz span 
the same line (rank 2 flat) in the matroid Bz. Take any vertex UEB, such that 
UZOZIEBl. Then Z=uzozz and .Z=uz1z2 are also bases of B2 (for simple matroid- 
theoretic reasons). If .Z$ B1, then adding J to B1 is a legal shelling step. If JE B1, then 
adding I to B1 is a legal shelling step. For the latter, one must note that Zq!B1, since 
z,z,$Z?,. Hence, in both cases there is a legal shelling step available. 
Case 3: zoz241?2 (and hence H&B,). Then z. and z2 are parallel elements in the 
matroid sense (i.e. rank {zo, z2} = 1): z. = z2. In this case redefine H:= {zl, z2, z3 > and 
repeat the previous arguments. This will produce a legal shelling step, except if we 
again fall into “Case 3” and z1 xz3. If so, let H:= (z2, z3, z4}, and so on. 
The previous argument leaves us with only one case undecided, namely when 
zo %z2=z4% . . . and z1=z3%z5~ . . . (same parallelism classes). First observe that 
k must be odd, because otherwise z. %zk would contradict zozky= GEB,, i.e. being 
a basis. Next, observe that Z = zk _ 1 zky and .Z = zk _ lzk _ ,y are bases, because z. x zk _ r 
and zk=zk_2 and GEB~. If Z#B1 then adding Z is a legal shelling step. If ZEB, then 
adding J is a legal shelling step. For the latter, note that JlfB1, since otherwise the 
edge yzk _ 2 E B, would give a shorter path to z from yx, contradicting our basic choice 
of path. Cl 
Let IB~+~={xER~+~: (Ix(( d l> and sd={x~Rd+‘: ((x/l = l), and let (/A (( denote the 
geometric realization of a simplicial complex A. Then A is said to be r-connected if for 
O<d <r every continuous mapping f: S d-+ 11 AlI can be extended to a mapping 
g:EP+i -t//A)) such that g(x)=f(x) for all xesd. Then, “O-connected” is equivalent to 
what we have so far called “connected”. 
Proposition 3. Zf B /* C z(f), where c is (k-3)-connected, then B is also (k - 3)-connec- 
ted. 
Proof. The proof reduces to the case of a single shelling step B /* C= Bu{A}, as 
previously defined. Then the maximal elements of BnA comprise a subcollection of 
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(k - l)-subsets of the k-set A, and hence l?nA is clearly (k-3)-connected. Therefore, by 
Lemma (10.3)(iii) of [3], if &A= c is (k-3)-connected then so is also B. q 
Corollary 4. For any B, GB, s(t), such that B2 is a matroid: 
B1 /* B2 * l?, is connected. 
Proof. (-z=) Proposition 1. 
(a) Special case of Proposition 3. 0 
Remark 1. Matroid complexes were first shown to be shellable by Provan [8] (see 
also [9]). A different proof was given by Bjorner [l] (see also [2,4]). Matroid 
complexes have many shellings, as is shown by the following characterization [l, 43: 
The induced lexicographic order of BE(~) is a shelling order for every permutation of 
E, if and only if B is a matroid complex. Are all matroid complexes extendably 
shellable? This seems like a natural strengthening of Simon’s conjecture. 
Remark 2. The following is known about extendable shellability for complexes of 
rank 3 (dimension 2). Every shellable regular CW pseudomanifold of dimension 2 is 
extendably shellable [6,7]. However, not every shellable 2-dimensional simplicial 
complex is extendably shellable, a counterexample on 6 vertices is described in 
Exercise 7.37 of [4]. 
Remark 3. H. Tverberg has asked (see [S]) whether the boundary complex of 
a convex d-polytope is extendably shellable. This is true for d = 3 by the preceding 
remark, but remains open for d >3. 
Remark 4. In Proposition 3, if we strengthen the hypothesis to require that c is 
(k-2)-connected (which is true, e.g., for matroid complexes), it still does not follow 
that B is (k -2)-connected. A counterexample is provided, via Proposition 1, by any 
subcomplex of (f) that is connected but not simply-connected. 
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